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Ab~,tract. Real functions and real numbers defined by deterministic or non-deterministic Turing 
marshines are observed, using the interpretation of infinite strings of digits as real numhcrs. A 
hierarchy of such Turing functions and numbers is established, and two classes or transccndcnt 
Turing numbers are investigated. 
1. Preliminaaaies 
The notation concerning o-languages is mainly taken from [4] and [5] as well 
as from [6], where the basic results about the interpretation of o-words as real 
numbers are to be found. 
An alphabet V is a finite non-empty set of symbols. A finite string (rtwd 1 over 
Visanysequencex=~ik,lai,ai~V,i=l,..J~,k=O,l,... ;kisthe1~fr&of 
x, and for each a E V, n,(x) is the number of symbols a in x. V* denotes the set 
of all words over V, V’ = V* -{A}, where h denotes the empty word. 
Let N denote the set of natural numbers, and let No = N U(O) be the set of 
non-negative integers. For k 32, the set of non-negative integers <k shall be 
denoted by Nk. 
If x is a real number, 1x1 is the absolute value of x. [a, b] is the closed interval 
of real numbers a sx s 6, (a, 6) the open interval of real numbers #a c x < 11. The 
set of rational numbers in [0, l] shall be denoted by Q. 
The domain of a mapping (function) f will be a.bbreviated by domlfj. A real 
function f : [0, l] 3 [0, l] is called continuous on the interval [a, b] 5: dom( f’j, if for 
any P E (0, lj there is a S E (0, 1) so that for all .r, 4’ E [a, b] 1.u --_d < 6 implies 
If(X)--fWlQ* 
Definition 1. For any alphabet V, let V” denote the set of all infinite strings 
X = nz 1 ai, aj E V, i EN, over V; x is called an o-w&. Any subset of b“” is an 
o-language. For any language L c V* an o-language L’“’ can bc defined consisting 
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of all w-words obtained by concatenating words of L. in an infinite sequence: 
where for each iEN,xiEL-{A}]. 
ny uifward x = flFz l ar, a, E V, i E N, define for each j E lV, 
I 
&/j zz II a,, .u(j)==a, and x/O=h. 
l I 
string x = ill” 1 a,, k E No, the notations x,/i and x(j), 0 ~j G k, shall 
V”” is not a monoid tikc V*; however, given s = n:= 1 a, and t = flz 1 bj, k E NO, 
B E V. the l>t~!uer s l t = st = nf 1 a, n,” 1 hi = a 1 l l l akblbz l * l can be defined 
t us&A way. 
I’ 
bout this paper the analysing and generating of o-words by Turing 
tudicd, a pr:&e definition of the model for these machines chosen 
c able to present simple and clear examples, is given in the following 
tl)&nitic~n 2. A T.w-~I~~ rnucl~‘~ is a 6-tuple T = M, 2’, fz, 2, 6, q,,), where K is a 
is the icft boundary marker, L is the input alphabet, & 
2’ E 1’ and f = I’> - {Z}, q. E K is the initial state, and 
ping from K X i’ to subsets of K X f X {L, R}. 
wcrtiorz of T is an w-word in ZPKf ‘I’ u K.Z/Y The rela?ion i--r on the 
nfigurations is defir.ed as follows: A- T-- r )-’ iff 
Zqr~ and (y,Z,R)ES(p,Zj or 
IC~AC’W and rq, C, L&S@, I?, or 
J L.C~W and (q, C, RIESQI, 231, 
A E rz’,, rrA E Zf *, B, C E I-, and L’ E Zl? 
ck’t~‘rtlSiltiFti~‘. if ci is a mapping fro.m K x ir to K y r x IL, R} only. 
ne regards the reflexive and transitive closure of I---7; 
‘urine machine on w-words Z.&‘, where .Y is an element 
ra a spcciaI letter of I’ - 1, called the blank symbol. The language 
= { tt’ E L’: there are II E f *, t’ E Y’ , 4~ F so that 
K is a cet of final states. In the theory of o-languages 
L’ T on the wmi-infinite tape Zw, w E I“‘, are 
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Definition 3. Let T = (K, .Z, rz, 2, S, qo) be a Turing machine, w E CC”. An infinite 
sequence of configurations r = (cl, ~2, . . . ) is called. a wz of I” on w, if c t = Zqlgv 
and for each i E IV, ci J-TCi+l. Run r is called complete, if during the infinite 
computati.on of T on w the Turing machine reaches each square on the tape, i.e. 
for any i 2 2 there exists an 2 3 1 so that cl(i), E K. A complete run r is called 
non-oscillating, if T scans each square on the tape only finitely many times, i.e. for 
each i 2 1 there is an 2 z 1 so that c&’ E Zr* for all k 3 I; otherwise r is an oscillafirzp 
run. 
A computation which does not correspond to a complete run may either be finite, 
in case the machine halts on w, or else be an infinite oscillating run where the 
reading head never leaves an initial segment x/ 
j 
for some j 2 2. 
If there is a complete non-oscillating run r o T on w, then by definition an 
w-word JC E r” must exist so that for each i 2 2 there is an Ia 1 with ck/‘i = 2x/i 
for all k 2 I; x is well defined, because for each complete non-oscillating run r the 
corresponding w-word x is unambiguously determined by the above condition, +jnd 
we shall write Zqow t+z,U. The o-language accepted by T L,,( TI is the set of all 
w-words leading to a complete non-oscillating run, i.e. 
Zqr,w F 2x for an o-word x E I”” . -. I 
We now shzll restrict our attention to the alphabets z’ = Nk, because the following 
definition allows to regzlrd the elements of Nr as the k-adic representations of the 
real numbers in the interval [0, l] (see [6, p. 3631). 
Definition 4. For any integer k 2 2 the function PSI< : Nr + [0, l] is defined by ihe 
formula &s) =CE1 s(i)/k’ for all s E Nr. 
If x E[O, 1]3 x’% Nz, and x = & (x tk ‘j, then x is called the inferpretafion of X” ’ 
and x’~’ ’ 1s called an ;.,xpansion of x at the base k. 
Theorem 1 (SW ‘i;l, p. 364]j. Each real rzurnher 0 =- s i 1 ticzs at1 exparrsiort s II. , , 
x =O.dk'~l ;u’k’(2,..., which is unique, except when .Y = u/k ” with u, Il E ?V, 
0 < u < k ‘I, u noi divisible by k ; in this case there are exactly two e.xyar~.si~m 
_Y = 0 . sd0”’ and x = 0. s(d - f)(k - 1)“’ with s E Nz, d E Nk, d f 0, lsdi =z Il. 
pkfsdOw )k ‘I = u ; x = 0 . sd0”’ is called the terminating expansion, \t*hikp .mi --z 
0 . scd - 1’1(k - 1)“’ is ralr’ed the non-terminating expansion. 
Let Q(k ) derznte the stpi of all rational expansions ICC”‘, L{ E Nt, P* c N; ; th, /(jr 
arly s E N’;;‘, the following: slatement obviously holds ltruz :
S E Q(k) i:f ,&&)E (2. 
To consider functionis f : NF --* N;l’ as real functions, the ambiguity of the 
expansions s “‘E Q(k) of some elements .Y E Q requires the following notilnn: 
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Definition 5. A function f: Iv; + Nr is consistent, if si, s2E Nr, &(s1)=fik(sz) 
implies @k( f(s$ = pk t f (sz)). The function f, if being consistent, induces a real 
function f’ : [0, I]+ [0, l] with pk( f(s)) = fr(pds)) for all s E dam(f) and dom(f’) = 
@k (dom(f 1). 
If T = (K, 2’, &, 2, S, Q) is a deterministic Turing machine, then for each w EC” 
exactly one run of T on w is possible, and therefore at most one x E r” may exist 
so that Zqow t--“;-2x; in this case we shall also use the notation T(w) =x, and T 
may be regarded as a mapping from C” to l? Yet we shall restrict our attention 
to functions from C” to C” only. A deterministic Turing machine T therefore 
induces a mapping ?‘r: C” + C’“, where &(w) = T(w), if T(w) is an element of X”‘, 
and 7‘2 (w ) remains undefined otherwise. If T is a non-deterministic Turing machine, 
the following condition may hold true: 
Condition 1. For any w cL C” there exists at most one o-word x E 2” so that 
z/,,M’ !-‘-;‘ZX. 
Then the non-deterministic Turing machine T induces a function *&: C”’ + L”‘, 
too,, Tk(w) being defined as above for deterministic Turing machines. 
In [9] special deterministic Turing machines are proposed, and we shall call a 
deterministic Turing machine sfror& determ irzizzic, if the following condition holds 
true: 
C’ondition 2. For any I(’ E 5”” there exists a colnplete non-oscillating run r = 
Ir1, LP:* . . , j of T on w so that C,/IZ = Zv, 11 E N, u E z’“, implies C,/H = 2~ for all j > i. 
As will be seen in the following sections, strongly deterministic Turing machines 
may carry out rather complicated computations. Yet if we replaced ‘v ES” by 
-1-c r” in Condition 2, the resulting devices would correspond with ‘sequential 
machincs’ (‘Mealy ma&in&) as they are defined in [6], because only infinite runs 
r r- !(.I CT -1, ,,-‘. ) with c, (i + I ) E K for all i E N were possible. Remarkable examples 
of (real) functions induced by sequential machines are given in [G, pp. 370-3773. 
‘ilit* family of functions TX : Y’ -+ Iv”’ induced by arbitrary (rcsp. deterministic, 
strongly deterministic) Turing machines shall be denoted by TF(C) (DTF(S), 
W’l’FQ 0. If Z = Nk for some k Z- 2, any consistent function Tl in TF(_N,J (DTF(iV,+ ), 
SD’I’Fcil!, 1) induces a real function T’, k : [O, l] --) [0, l]. Therefore a real function 
f: [(l, 1 ]-+ [O, 1 J will be called a Tnriq Jitrlctiorl (resp. deterministic Truing 
frwticw. .wong/y determir1istic Turing fruzction ), if f = ThI, for some k 2 2 and an 
arbitrary ccjnsistent function 7;;, in TF(Nk) (DTF(Nk), SDTF(N&. Any constant 
btinction 7-l V, 1.1 I -c- I- for ali v E [0, 11 defines a real number c’ E [0, 11, and the resulting 
f~nilfc5 of 7irritzg wmhus - corresponding to the families of Turirrg frlncfiorls TF, 
DTFz, iind SI>‘I’F - are denoted by TN, DTN, and SDTN. 
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For example, any x E Q(k), k 3 2, is computable by a strongly deterministic 
Turing machine, hence Q E SDTN. As the results of Secticn 3 will show, this 
inclusion is proper. The following examples will illustrate some other definitions 
given in this section. 
Example 1. The identity function i: [0, l] + [0, l] is an element of SDTF. In fact, 
for any k 2 2, the strongly deterministic Turing machine Itk’ - ({qO}, Nk, Nk u 
W, Z4 40) with 6( 40, a) = (40, a, R) for all a E Nk induces a consistent function 
I$;:N r + Nr so that 1::’ = i. 
Example 2. The strongly deterministic Turing machine T’ = ({qo. ro, r,}, N2, Nz u 
{z}, 2, 6, 40) with 6 ho) = h, 0, R ), 6 h, 0) = 6 h, 1) = b-0,0, R J, and 6 (qo, 1) = 
(rl, 1, R), S(rl, 0) = S(rl, 1) = (rl, 1, R) yields a function Th, *NY + NY with 
dom(Th,) = N;” and Th, (Ow) = 0”, Th, (lw) = 1’” for all w E NT. Th, is not con- 
sistent, because in the point $E Q the two expansions of $ in Q(2), 01” and lo”‘, 
have different values. 
As will be shown in the following section, ~3 strongly deterministic Turing 
machine T with dom( Tkr2 ) = [0, 11, Tj, (x ,J = 0 for : 11 x < 1 and Tbz (x) = 1 for all 
x > $ can exist, but in the following example a deter-r inistic Turing machine, having 
this property, is constructed. 
Example 3. Let T = ({qn, ro, I 1, i, p}, N2, N2 u {Z}, Z, 6, q,J be the deterministic 
Turing machine with S(qo, 0) = (ro, 0, R), S(r~j, 0) = 6(rtl, 1) = J(,, 0, R J, S(q,,, 1) = 
(P,O,R),S(~,O)=(~,O,R),S(~,~)=(I,~,L),S(I,O)=(~,O,~) fi(U?=(rJ’,R), 
and S(rl, 0) = 6(rl, 1) = (rl, 1, R). Then TN2(Ow) = 0” for all w EN;“, TNz(lOw) = 
TNz(Ol’“) = Of”, and TNz( 1~) = 1”’ for ail w E NY, w # 0”. Therefore TN2 is a con- 
sistent function with dom(TN2) = NY, and T’,, (x) = 0 for all x s 5 and Thz (x) = 1 
for all x > $. 
3. A hierarchy of Turing functions and numbers 
111 this section, the choice ef the notions SDTF, DTF, and TF without speci- 
fying the underlying alphabet Nk of digits is justified, and the hierarchy 
SDTN 5 DTN 5 TN, which immediately implies the hierarchy SDTF 5 D l?F 5 TF, 
is established. Any function of SDTF is proved to be continuous on closed intervals, 
which result yields rather simple examples of functions in DTF-SDTF (see e.g. 
Example 3). Finally, all the three families of Turing functions are proved to be 
closed under composition. 
First a very important property of any kind of Turing machines is shown. A 
Turing machine can be provided with enough work-spats without losing any 
information initially written on the tape. These actions shall be called the folding 
programme, aLcording to a rather similar process used in [4] and [5]. 
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Lemma 1 (Folding programme). Any arbitrary (deterministic, strongly deterministic) 
Turmg machine T = (K, C, rz, 2, S, 40) ca,*l be provided with work-space whatever 
needed during an arbitrary run without losing any information written on the tape at 
the rbeginning of the run. 
Proof. During a run of T on an o-word w = nz 1 Czi, ai E 2, T may need work-space 
for computations as are possible in the fir:ite case (where T starts on an o-word 
cb”, c E Z*, the infinite right tail b” of the tape providing T with any work-space 
etzr needed); in order not to lose information about any symbol of w, the initial 
segment a 1 l l 9 ak, k G IV, may be ‘folded forwards’ as is shown in the following figure: 
Fig. 1. 
During an arbitrary run of T the actions of the Turing machine may be separated 
into Wo parts- the management of the input ai, i E N, in the folded infinite right 
part of’ the [ape and the computations that finally yield the symbols of the output 
7’1 IV) in the initial part of the tape after the left boundary marker Z according to 
the information derived from the input. Whenever a new square for the computa- 
tions is needed at the end of the work-space in the initial segment of the tape, the 
input part of the tape shall ne iolded forwards again, ‘7‘ using the ‘folding pro- 
gramme’ we are going to describe in the following lines. 
Let I” he a proper subset of I’ with ,V c r’, and let (:.) E r - r’ for any pair of 
symbols .L Y E I-‘. Then T can be provided with work-space of arbitrary length for 
its computations hv using the following algorithm: 
ri, At the beginning of any run, T yroduccs a tape of the form 
%/, ( ;:, I f . * . ! 1:;: kzy, 1 * * * , whcrc I is an integer only depending on 2” and b E i” - I” 
ik A blank symbol as is used in the finite case. 
!li I ff wed only if Qcne\er (strongly) deterministic Turing machinrls arts con- 
Acred, 7’ needs a new square of the tape for some computations, the fniding 
pN;Lr?xiIHI?I~’ is called, which only acts on the input part of the tape, but neither 
~ha*1<e$ arly \).rnboI of the actual work-space nor goes back to any symbol of T( it* j
ha_h~ cc~mputcd in the initial segment o f the tape: Starting in a confipulation 
J.Y: . ,Ykq( :i : I . . . ( : ;‘ I;;,, . I - a . with q E K. *Y, E [‘, 1 -- i : k, J*, E I-‘, 1 * 1 SC m, 
\ (I,, 1’ * III. f’~f some k, 111 E ,Y and TL (~1’ ),‘Pz = [II’. 1 Xi for SOIIIC_T TV I- k, T folds 
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the input part of the tape forwards by shifting the information concerning yl, . . . , yk 
two squares to the right and by packing yk+l together with ~k+~, and finishes the 
programme in the configuration 
2X1’. l x&(;;;:)(;; +3) ’ ” ’ (~~“)(~~“+‘)(~:“‘“)yzk+3 * l ’ . 
By these actions T can be provided with sufficient work-space during an arbitrary 
run without losing any information concerning the input initially written on the 
tape. 0 
The next theorem shows that for real Turing functi#jns the choice of the base k 
for the expansions of the real numbers in the corresponding consistent functions 
makes no difference. 
Theorem 2. Let f : [0, l]+ [0, l] b e a real function in TF(DTF, SDTF). Then for 
any k G= 2 there exists a (deterministic, strongly deterministic) Turing machine T’ k’ 
so that Tzl’ equals f. 
Proof. By definition, t’lery is an 2 2 2 with T$i’ = f. Therefore it is sufficient to 
construct an equivalent Turing machine Ttk’ for any other k 2 2. As is well known, 
a simple algorithm exists for converting the expansion J? of the real number x at 
the base k into an expansion x (I) of x at the base 2 or vice versa. So Tlk’ uses this 
algorithm to compute an arbitrarily long finite part of the expansion at the base 1 
from the given infinite expansion at the base k (only a finite part of computable 
length of x(k) is used at each timeIt while slmuiating T’? For the opposite conversion, 
the only difficulty is to determine when the nth digit of T’“(x”‘) can be used, which 
problem is settled by definition for strongly deterministic Turing machines, whereas 
for non-deterministic Turing machines a non-deterministic choice is possible. So 
far as deterministic Turing machines are concerned, the following algorithm has 
to be applied: 
Whenever the simulation of >@” by T’“’ has yielded a new digit a,,, E IV/, Ttk) 
assumes that a,,, equals T”‘(x”‘)l m), m E IV, and will never be altered again when 
the simulation is continued afterwards. Ttk’ store5 the actual work-space, yet leaving 
the digirs already computed of the expansion of T’“(x”‘) at the base k untouched, 
and calls the conversion algorithm to decide whether a new digit of this expansion 
of T”‘(x”‘) at the base k can be computed by means ;>f the new digit am. If a digit 
R tr1 that has been assumed to be definite is altered or reached again during the 
simulation of T”’ by TCki, the original work-space is regained, the simulation 
continuing where it had stopped to try to gain a new digit of T’k’(~‘k’), i.e. of the 
expansion of T”)(x”)) at the base r’c. A complete non-oscillating run of Tfk’ therefore 
yields an o-word T$i (._x’~‘) iff Tg; (x’~‘) exists, and moreover pk(T(kr(x(k))) = 
,zr( T”‘(x”‘)) = f(x). 
Therefore we can conclude Ti$L’ = Ts:’ = f for deterministic Turing machines, 
too, which completes the proof. q 
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Because of Theorem 2 we may restrict our attention to the input alphabet C = N2 
so far as real functions (in SDTF, DTF or TF) and real numbers (in SDTN, DTN 
or TN) are concerned. 
The following lemma is an immediate consequence of the fact that the computa- 
tion of a Turing number does not depend on the input. 
Lemma 2. Let x be a real number. Then x is an element of TN(DTN, SDTN) iff 
there is a (deterministic, strongly deterministic) Turing machine T = (K, N2, I-& Z, 
6, q,,) so that Zqobo J--F ZX’~‘, where x’*) is an expansion of x at the base 2 and 
b t=, T-C is the blank symbol used when regarding the acceptance of finite words. 
By Lemma 2, another definition of real numbers which can be computed by 
Turing machines is gained, and for strongly deterministic Turing numbers this 
definition was already proposed in [9]. 
Whereas the inclusions DTN c TN and DTF c TF are obvious by the definitions, 
the following theorem shows that these inclusions are proger. 
‘Theorem 3. DTN 5 TN. 
Proof. Let {T,}, -I be an effective enumeration of all deterministic Turing machines 
with the input alphabet Z = Nz, and let R. = nl:- 1 tti E IV; be defined by n, = 1 if 
rUC”)G) = I) and a, = 0 otherwise. By diagonalization, RD is not in DTN, but a 
non-deterministic Turing machine T with T(b’“) = Rr, can be described as follows: 
%lcccssiveIy T gsnerates an encoding of the Turing machine T, = 
I K,, X2, ry(, Z,, li,, y, ) and non-deterministically guesses the result of the run of Tj 
WI h”‘. If T, is supposed to halt after a finite number of steps, T simulates T, on 
K” until T, halts, and afterwards T, need not be considered any more. If an oscillating 
run (complete or not l of Ti on h(” is guessed, T non-deterministically chooses a 
square of the tape of r, to which 7;: will return infinitely rnany times and marks it. 
If T, is supposed to have a complete non-oscillating run SO that Ti(b”‘) - 121, E r”““, 
T simulates T until wJ~ is guessed to have been computed definitely. The ith digit 
Ijf RI, now can be added - according to the above definition of cl, - to the sequence 
4: ! * - ’ II, ! already computed. After these actions T simulates the Turing machines 
7‘. 1 . i - i. until each oscillating T, has reached its marked square again, and until 
~~41 non -o4laiing r, may be assumed to have computed ~,(i 1 definitely, T again 
nc)n-Jct~rministicallv chocrsing the right moment. Then T begins the next cycle of 
fb aigorithm hv generating the encoding of T, , I. Obviously, any complete non- 
(~lilatin~ run of T on Ir”’ yields Ri3, md bv Lemma 2 we conclude [Q(&, I E 
I ?C-DTS. --: 
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Thus, non-deterministic Turing machines are strictly more powerful in defining 
real functions and numbers than deterministic Turing machines, which in turn are 
strictly more powerful than strongly deterministic Turing machines, which shall be 
proved in the second part of this section. 
The next theorem reveals an important topological property of strongly deter- 
ministic Turing functions. 
Thleorem 4. Each function f in SDTF is continuous on any closed interval [a, b] c 
dom(f ). 
Proof. Let E E (0, l), k’ E [a, b], Xlk’ be the infinite expansion of x at the base k, 
and let T = (K, Nk, I& 2,8,qo) be a strongly deterministic Turing machine so that 
Trh,, = f. Then for any n EN with k-” <E, by the definition of complete non- 
oscillating runs of strongly deterministic Turing machines, there must be an HZ E N 
so that T only needs the information about x(&‘/m to compute the first n digits of 
f(x). As T is strorlgly deterministic, for all $%V~, JJ’~)/M~ =_x’~‘/~z implies 
T( y’k,)/n = T(/“)/n whenever T( ~7’~’ ) exists. Therefore we conclude that TLC, 
must be continuous on zny closed interval of dom(Th, ), being aware of the fact 
that the consistence of TN, implies the continuity of Tb, in the critical rational 
points with two expansions in Q(k). q 
Example 4. Let A-(), x I, . . . , s,,, 0 = x0 < x 1 < . l . <x,, = 1, and yl), ~1, . . . , vi, be 
strongly deterministic Turing numbers, ra 22, and let f be the real function defined 
by f(x) = !‘i for all x E [xi 1, .q] - {xi - I}, 15 i I;. n, f (0) = yo. By Theorem 4, f is an 
element of DTF-SDTF, because f is not continuous on [Cr, l] = dom( f). The con- 
struction of a deterministic Turing machine inducing f is straightforward and 
therefore omitted (see e.g. Example 3). 
Yet, as Coroliary 2 will show, the fact that a real function f E DTF is continuous, 
is not sufi-icient to guarantee that j* is a strongly deterministic Turi!lg function. 
The following notion enables us to gkc a rather simple example of a deterministic, 
but not strongly deterministic Turing number. 
Definition 6. For any al:rhabet A’ and any cd,-word s E 1 (I’ let Init(x 1 be the set of 
all prefixes x/i, i E N,,. 
Lemma 3. L4t .Y E Nr, ;i 2 2; ~WZ pLk (X j E SDTN ifi 1mti.u ,I is a recrrrsir~e sef. 
Proof. Let T be a strongly deterministic Turing machine with TW” j = x ; a detcr- 
ministic Turing machine T’ so that L( T’) = Init and T’ halts on any input J E NC 
can be described as follows: T’ simulattSs T until s/l ~‘1 has been computed, and 
compares x/i y / with y. If s/i -‘I = y, T’ enters a final state, otherwise T’ halts entering 
a special non-final state. 
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To prove the opposite direction, let T’ be a deterministic Turing machine halting 
on any input y E Nz so that L( T’) = Init( Then a strongly deterministic Turing 
machine T with T(b’“) = x can be constructed as follows: Having already computed 
the first PZ E N digits of x, T simulates T’ on all words (x/n )y, y E A$. By definition, 
T’ halts on each of these words, and there is exactly one yo in Nk so that T’ accepts 
(x/n )y(, by entering a final state. As y. must equal x(n + l), T can add this new 
digit to the initial segment of its tape where the digits of x are listed successively, 
and continue with simulating T’ on all \yvords (x/(n + l))y, y E Nk, etc. Obviously, 
T is a strongly deterministic Turing machine which successively computes the digits 
x(i), i.e. T(b”) =x. Cl 
As the preceding lemma shows, a strongly deterministic Turing number can be 
dcfincd without using the notions and the theory of o-words, which is not possible 
in the case of a deterministic or arbitrary Turing number, where in general no 
cfkctite algorithm riced exist which for any n EN computes the nth digit of an 
expansion of such a real number at a base k. But by an obvious modification of 
the proof of Lemma 3 we immediately obtain the following characterization of a 
strongly deterministic Turing number, which was also used in [9, Chapter 91, besides 
the characterization that was proposed following Lemma 2, to get real numbers 
which can be defined by Turing machines: For any pk (x) E SDTN, x E Nr, k a 2, 
thcrc exists a deterministic Turing machine which for any tz EN. when stnrted with 
11 on its tape, computes X(/Z j and halts in a final state. 
The characteization of strongly deterministic Turing numbers by recursive sets 
and the famous halting problem for Turing machines are the basic tools for proving 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 5. SDTN C, DTN. 
Proof. Let (TJ, _ 1 be an effective enumeration of all deterministic Turing machines 
with the input alphabet 2 = NZ, and let &, = fl:. 1 n, E /VP’ be defined by Q, = 1 if 
T, halts on b”’ and n, = 0 otherwise. If R[; defined a strongly deterministic Turing 
number. Initr RI,- ) would be a recursive set so that it would be sufficient to check 
41 words I* E ,Vf with 1191 = i for deciding the question whether TI halts on I?“‘, which 
kads to ;i contradiction. A deterministic Turing machine T with T(h“‘) = RI: can 
be Jescrihcd as follows: For any i E lb’, T successively generates an encoding of T, 
and acsumcs Ti not to halt on K”. Then for all II - i one single step of T,, on A”’ is 
G-nulated. If *T,,, halts, the rrth digit of RI, first assumed to be 0 is altered to 1. As 
for any i E 5’ there is an uz -pi so that for all k c i Tk has halted after TV steps if 
ia C’W~ does so, a coripkte non-oscillating run of T on b”’ exists yi 4ding RI:. 5 
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Proof. By Theorem 5, the constant function f(x) = pZ(RU) for all x E [0, 11, which 
clearly is continuous on [0, l], is an element of DTF-SDTF. 0 
The following theorem is a conclusion of the most important results obtained so 
far in this section. 
Theorem 6 (Hierarchy of Turing functions and numbers). 
SDTF 5 DTF s TF, SDTN 5 DTN 5 TN. 
To finish this section we are going to reveal an interesting closure property of 
the families of Turing functions SDTF, DTF, and TF. For this purpose let the 
composition of two arbitrary real functions f and g, f 0 g, be defined by (f’ 0 g)(x ) = 
f(g(x)) for any real number x. 
Theorem 7. The fnmilips of Twing j’urtctions SDTF, DTF, nnd TF (4; e closed urlder 
compositiorz. 
Proof. Let f and g be two ((strongly) deterministic) Turing functions and 7”’ 2nd 
T”:’ be ((strongly) deterministic) Turing machines with T$F =f and TzLr - g for 
some k ~2. Then a ((strongly) deterministic) Turing machine T”“” with TLr;“” = 
f 3 g can be constructed as follows: , 
(i) Let T”” and T”’ be strongly deterministic Turing machines. Started with 
~9 E IV: on its tape, T” ‘) simulates T’“’ until the first diglt of T’“‘(w) has been 
computed, and continues with simulating T”‘. Whenever 7’f’ needs a new digit 
of T”‘(\t,), T”‘“‘:) interrupts the simulation of T(I” to compute the next digit of 
T’“‘(M~ ) by simulating T’“’ on the original input IV, whereafte; T”“” ’ continues 
the simulation of T”’ on the already computed prefix of T’“‘( cv i. Obviously, 7”’ ” 
is a strongly deterministic Turing machine as are 7” ” and T’“’ with Tg,“” = 
T (Of tr: )r Nk 4vc- 
(ii) For deterministic Turing machines T”“ and T’“’ we adopt an idea already 
used in the proof of Theorem 2 as well as the algorithm explained in (i): Whenever 
T”’ needs a new digit of T”‘(w), T”““’ simulates T’“’ on w until the next symbol 
[]I E Nk has been computed, which is assumed to be the next digit of T“%r) and 
therefore never to be altered again, and stores the actual work-space, continuing 
with the simulation of T’[’ on a word fl:.- 1 Q,, a, E Nk, 1~ i 5 l, 1 E Iv, which is 
Llssumed to equal the prefix T’““(rr~)/l. Tf such a digit nl that has been assumed to 
be definite is reached or altered during a simulation of Tfq’ by T”‘“‘, the original 
work-space is regained, and T’I’ ” simulates one more step of T”’ on w before 
it stores the actual work-space and continues with simulating T’f’ on CnI’:- \ ai )Q ;, 
where a; E Nk may differ from the digit CI~ computed blefore. A complete non- 
oscillating run of the deterministic Turing machine T”““’ yields an w-word 
T liJKr (w) E Nz iff T’““( 111) E /VT as well as T”’ (T’“‘( tr*)) E .Yz’, and by construction 
7“ ” ” (11’ ) = T!” ( T”‘( ii’)) for al] \i* E j’+jz, i,e. Ti:l;“il’ = f c g. 
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(iii) If T’r’ and T’“’ are non-deterministic Turing machines, TtfORI computes 
T “cg) (H’) = Ttf’ ( T’fi’(w)), w E IV:, by using a similar algorithm like that described 
in (i), but has to decide in a non-deterministic way when the simulation of T’“’ on 
IV has yielded a new digit of T’“‘(W) that it can use unrestrictedly during the 
simulation of V’. III 
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of the fact that any Turing 
number can be regarded as a special Turing function. 
Corollary 3. Let f E SDTF (req. DTF, TF) and x E SDTN (resp. DTN, TN); then 
fh ) E SDTN (resp. DTN, TN), too. 
An interesting subfamily of SDTF, which is also closed under composition, is 
t hc family of real functions which can be obtained from consistent functions induced 
by sequential machines that we have already mentioned to be strongly deterministic 
Turing machines satisfying rather rigorous restrictions. According to Proposition 
4.2 in itit p. 3701, any real function which is induced by a sequential machine maps 
rational numbers into rational numbers. Hence, the family of real numbers that 
can be obtained from constant consistent functions induced by sequential machines 
equals Q, and for any rational number 4 alsu j’(q) is a rational number for any real 
function .f which is induc’ed by a sequential machine. As the results of the following 
sections Gl! show.. Q is properly included in SDTN, which may also be deduced 
from Lemma 3 and the corresponding characterization of rational expansions by 
regular sets, because an obiious construction shows that for any .r E ZV;‘, k 2 2, 
pk (.r 114 Qrk 1 iff Init(x ) is a re+lar set, 
4. Transcendent strongly deterministic Turing numbers 
in this section the notion of the relative frequency of symbols 1 in words over 
the alphabet ,V2 is used to define special strongly deterministic Turing numbers 
which can be proved to be transcendent real numbers. 
The number p (s I riced not exist, because the numbers p,, (X 1 may oscillate so that 
the sequence of the rp,,(.~_) cannot be convergent. As for any rational number .Y E C? 
the non-terminating expansion s1 E Q(2) yields p(-\‘,) = 1 whereas the terminating 
expansion x2 f Q(2) yields p(x’2) = 0, the function P:NY +Ny is not consistent; 
inspite of this, p E TF(&) as is shown in the following theorem. 
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Proof. Let T have already computed the digits of p(w)/n, n E No, using P&V), 
1 s k =c m for an m EN. Now T computes pm(w)/rz and the natural numbers 
fl - I I1 - 1 
x m = C bmb4Nn -42’ and ym = C (p(w)/n)(~ -j)?, 
i=O j = 0 
only continuing its actions when lx,,* - y,,, 1 s 1 I Before regarding P,~ +* (w ), T non- 
deterministically may guess the next Is 1 digits (p(w))(n + l), . . . , (p ( W))(FZ -t E), 
the condition (p( w ))(ut +i) = 1 for some i 6 I keeping T from computing terminating 
expansions of some elements of Q(2). Cl 
Similar constructions as the following one will also be used in the sequel. 
Lemma 4. For any real number x E [0, I] there is an w-word IV 5 ZVY with p (w ) = s. 
Proof. The w-word w = nz 1 a, can be defined recursively by Q 1 = 1, a,, + l = 0 if 
p(n:l=l ni)s.Y anda,,+l = 1 otherwise for all n E N. Obviously, lim,,, p,, (w ) = A-. El 
Before establishing a class of transcendent strongly deterministic Turing numbers, 
another class of irrational strongly deterministic Turing numbers is considered in 
the following example. 
Example 5. Let bl, /+SDTN, 0<bl<b2<1, and let z(b&)= 
10”1’“‘()“1”” , . 0 be defined by choosing Zk and rnk the smallest natural n$lmbers so 
that ~(1 l l l O’+Qh and p(1 l l . O’L1”1’9)62 for all k .=l; then ,Q(z&, h2))~ 
SDTN-Q: 
Because of the recursive definition of the numbers Zk and HY~, the digits of z (b 1, 62) 
obviously can be computed consecutively by a strongly deterministic Turing 
machine, provided T can check x <: y (resp. x > y) for any x E Q and any y E SDTN: 
Let p, 4 be natural numbers so that p/q = x. If y E Q, !et p’, q’ be natural numbers 
so that p ‘/q’ = y. Then pq’ and p ‘q are compared instead of _Y and y. If !y E SDTN-Q, 
fhe expansions of x and y must differ in some digit. As for some n EN the 
sequences I,,, C,, + 1, . . . and m,,. m,, + 1, . . . must be strictly increasing, z (61, b2) @ CX2). 
Definition 8. Let f 1 I& + JV be a total recursive function. For any b E SDTN, b ~2 0, 
define z (b, f) = lo!’ 1 r’ll()‘:! 1”‘~ . . . by choosing lo = 6, m. = 1, and, for all k 2 1, 
lk =f(k - 1) CFzYc!(/i +m,) as well as Ink to be the sma!lest natural number so that 
p(1 ’ l l O’~l”‘k)>b forb<l resp.p(l.~*O’kltn*)=1-l/(k+2)forb=1. 
The above definitions will be justified in the following lemma, where the real 
numbers pz(z(b, f)) arc proved to be strongly deterministic Turing numbers like 
those considered in Example 5: 
Lemma 5. For any total recursive function f : No + V and aPly strongly deter/ninistic 
Turing number b > 0, pz(z (6, j)) E SDTN. 
Proof, Using similar arguments like in Example 5, the statement can be proved 
for all Ir < 1, For b = 1, let Lk =Cf=o Zi and A& =Cik=o fni for all k 20. Thus, &.+I = 
~~~~~~& +Mkmdpu * l = dL 1 mk ) = Mk/(Lk f Mk), which yields a recursive definition 
for ?8gk: p(l * ’ l dk 1”“) = (k f l)/(k +2) implies hfk = (k + I)&, therefore !?&+I = 
Mk+I-Mk=(k+2)(Lk+zk+l)-(k+l)Lk =Lk+(k+2)f(k)(Lk+Mk).Thus,mkEN 
is well-defined for all k 2 0, and we may conclude pz(t (1, f )) E SDTN, Cl 
We now are going to prove the real numbers pz(z(b, f)) to be transcendent, 
which first requires an exact de~nition of this notion: 
The following theorem is taken from [7] and can be used to easily proving certain 
real numbers to be transcendent- 
Example 6. By applying Theorem 9, the real number pz{ nEzI IO”) = 
JQf 11)110~~~~~~1)‘4~0’20f072~’ l * l ) is easily shown to be a transcendent strongly 
d~~~r~i~i~tif~ Turing number, where we define O! = 1 and II ! = (tz - 1 )!tt for all !I -): 1, 
IR the fotlowing lemma a cfass of real numbers, which properly contains a subclass 
cif the txzai numbers pZ(Z(h,f)), is shown to consist of transcendent numbers only. 
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and 
Lk +Mk +ik+l >Lk +Mk +k(Lk +h!fk) = (k + l)(Lk,+bdk)h(Lk +Ikl,). 
Therefore we conclude 
~CLZ(X)_pk/qk~<2-(Lk+Mk+‘k+I’<2-n(Lk+Mk)= l/q; 
for all k 2 n, which completes the proof. Cl 
A class of transcendent strongly deterministic Turing numbers now is easily 
established: 
Theorem 10. For any b E SDTN, h > 0, and any total reclusive function f : No -* N 
with f(k) Sk for all k 2 1, the real number pz(z(b, f))E SDTN is transcendent. 
Moreover, the set of all p,, (z (b, f)), n E N, is dense in (0, b 1. 
Proof. By Lemma 6, the numbers pZ(z(b, f)) are transcendent. For the second 
sentence, observe that lim k+&(z(b,f)/(Lk +Mk-l))=Oandlimk~coP(z(b, f)/(Lk + 
Mk i) = 6, which implies that p (z (b, f)/n ) oscillates between 0 and 6, the differences 
I~tz(b,f)lrz)-p(z(b,f)l(n - 1))1 becoming arbitrarily small. Cl 
For In expansion _ (1, f) = 10’1 PO’Y2 l l l the numbers /k and mk are given by 
recurstc ,I: so that for a suitable function f they may be described by explicit formulas 
as in the following example. 
Example 7. Let f(O) = 1 and f(k) = k for all k a 1, and observe the expansion 
z(1, f). ‘(Jsing the common notation, the equations lk+, =L,k+l -Lk, lk+l = 
k& i-f&), and A!&/(& +Mk) = 1- l/(k +2) yield the recussion L1 = 1, Lk+-l = 
(k + l)*Lk for all k 2 1, which has the solution Lk = (k !)*, k 2 1” Then the formulas 
Mk = (k + l)!k!, mk =(k-l)!k!(k*+k-l), and 11=1, lk+I=(k1)2(k2+2k) for all . 
k 2 1 are immediately derived from the formula for Lk (z (1, f) = 
loloool l”o32l 13’OS4”117”~013”24 . , . )_ 
5. Transcendent non-strongly deterministic Turing numbers 
In this section all Turing numbers which are not strongly deterministic are shown 
to be transcendent by proving all algebraic numbers to be strongly deterrrinistic 
Turing numbers whereas, by Example 6, the converse of this sentence does not 
hold true. 
Lemma 7. Ler p(z ,I = C:l+, uiz I) t2 E N, lai 1 E No, a, > 0, be a real polynomial; therz 
any irratitinal root x E [0, l] of p(z) is a strongly deterministic Turing number. 
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Proof. For any real number y let sign(y) be defined by sign(O) = 0, sign(y) = 1 for 
all y>O and sign(y)= - 1 for all y < 0, Let p’(z) = CyzI iag’- denote the first 
derjvate of p(z) and let qo, m EN so that x is the only root of p(r) in the interval 
14 2 “I) (4() + 1)2 -‘n] c_ [0, 1] and p’(z) changes its sign from -1 to +l resp. from 
+ ;’ to - 1 at most once in this interval. If sign( p(402-‘“)) f sign@ ((40 + 1)2-“I)), the 
algorithm of bisection described in the following lines can be applied directly to 
p(z J, otherwise, if sign( p(qo2-“‘)) = sign( p((40 + 1)2 -“I)>, then x is the only root of 
p’( i ) in the interval [q&‘“, (40 + 1)2-‘“I and sign(p’(qo2-“I)) f sign(p’((40 + 1)2 -“I)) 
so that the algorithm has to be applied to p’(z) instead of p(z). 
Thus, MI 1. o. g. we may assume that x is the only root of p (z ) in the interval 
[4,,2 “lC (qo+ 1)2 “I] and that sign(p(4~j2-‘“)) # sign(p((40 + 1)2-‘“‘)). By using the 
algorithm of bisectjon, a sequence of intervals [4k2+‘1+k), (4k + l)2-““+k’] is con- 
ritructcd so that x E (4k2-‘m+k), (qk + l)2-(‘n+k’) an d each step of the algorithm yields 
a digit of the expansion of x at the base 2: Given qk, k E No, ~((24, + 1)2 -O”tk+‘)) > 0 
is checked by testing &, a,(2qk + 1)‘2’” -i”‘r’+k-cl)> 0. The next interval 
124k2 
Irn + k -t 1 t 
, (2qk + I)2 
rt?l+k+ 1’1 resp, [(24, + 1)2--1’n-tk+1), (2qk +2)2 -‘,n+k+l’] is 
chosen according to this test so that the evaluations of the polynomial in the bounds 
of the interval have different signs. Of course, the steps of this algorithm can be 
simulated by a deterministic Turing machine which, moreover, is strongly deter- 
ministic, because each step yields a new digit. El 
As any rational number x E &SDTN is algebraic, the following theorem is an 
immediate consequence of the preceding lemma. 
Thus, any non-strongly deterministic Turing number is transcendent: 
Lam~le 8. For each effective enumeration of all deterministic Turing machines 
uith the input .IIphabet C = IV the numbers Rr, and R, , constructed in the proofs 2 
t?f the Thcorcms 3 ai>d 5, are transcendent. 
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otherwise, ci = -lifai<Oandci = 0 otherwise. Then the algorithm of bisection 
can also be used to prove the more general theorem: For testing sign(p((2qk + 
1)2 - (“I tk ’ *‘)) now the integer numbers 
and 
i (sign(ai) i 6i(j)2’-’ +c_)(2q, + l)i2(‘1--i”mtk ‘*I 
i -0 j=1 
i (sign(a,) i bi(j)2’ i+C;)(2q,+1)‘21”~i1”“;i”’ 
i =- 0 i -. 1 
are successively computed for I = 12 + m + k + 2, IZ + ~1 + k + 3, . . . until both num- 
bers are >O resp. <O. If p’(z) is used for the algorithm of bisection !nstead of 
p(z ), then the integer numbers 
and 
i ‘. (( 
i 
I sign&) C bi(j)2’ ‘+c, 
i ~1 ;-- I )) 
(2q, + 1)‘2 (II- I I!)1 +ii t 1, 
arc to be successively computed until both have equal signs. Thus, in any case 
each step of the algorithm used in the proof of Lemma 7 can be modified accordingly, 
which yields a strongly deterministic Turing machine for each irrational root 
.X E [O, l] of the polynomial p(z ) with coefficients in SDTN, too. ‘CI 
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